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Abstract
While sentences are classified according to the modality, not the purpose of expression but the style of expression is taken as a 
basis. In this case, the attention I paid on how the idea is expressed in the sentence – possibility, necessity, to show the reality and 
real, necessary and possible forms of the modality are differentiated.This feature is also noted in Turkology. For example, the 
modality forms in  Uzbek language as: 1) ekan modality ; 2 ) bulmak modality ; 3 ) mokci modality ; 4 ) diqan modality ; 5 ) the 
kilmok verbal modality is formed with + gu suffix + singular of a third person. Obviously, the researcher had considered each
form of modality expressed with verb forms as separate type of modality and named these verbs with the name of these 
verbs.Shows expression of various modal meanings of verb in Yakut language in three types: 1) with mane verb forms, 2) with 
many auxiliary words; 3) with change of consonant in personal form of verb. The views and opinions of two well-known 
scientists on Turkic languages show that first of them defines the modality types only with forms of verb and second one with
both verb and with aid of other means. Treating the issue on both ways, allows distinguishing many types of modality. To 
generalize modal meanings in a limited number of modal groups classified with certain criteria is more appropriate.It should be 
noted that the indicative modality reveals in different forms in Azerbaijani and   Turkic languages. The reason for this is the wide 
variety of expressing time in the Turkish language. These forms have close relations to the indefinite future of Azerbaijani 
language. A study conducted shows that either in relative languages or in languages of various systems the similar and different 
features show itself in modality expression.
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1. Introduction
While sentences are classified according to the modality, not the purpose of expression but the style of expression 
is taken as a basis. In this case, the attention I paid on how the idea is expressed in the sentence – possibility, 
necessity, to show the reality and real, necessary and possible forms of the modality are differentiated.
There are a variety of opinions on this issue in linguistics. This feature is also noted in Turkology. For example, 
A.N.Kononov summarises the modality forms in  Uzbek language as: 1) ekan modality ; 2 ) bulmak modality ; 3 ) 
mokci modality ; 4 ) diqan modality ; 5 ) the kilmok verbal modality is formed with + gu suffix + singular of a third 
person. Obviously, the researcher had considered each form of modality expressed with verb forms as separate type 
of modality and named these verbs with the name of these verbs (6, p. 350).
Y.L.Ubryatova shows expression of various modal meanings of verb in Yakut language in three types: 1) with 
mane verb forms, 2) with many auxiliary words; 3) with change of consonant in personal form of verb  (5, p. 103). 
The views and opinions of two well-known scientists on Turkic languages show that first of them defines the 
modality types only with forms of verb and second one with both verb and with aid of other means. Treating the 
issue on both ways, allows distinguishing many types of modality. To generalize modal meanings in a limited 
number of modal groups classified with certain criteria is more appropriate. Of course, one need to pay attention to 
an issue that only one of the above -mentioned authors if takes as the basic verbal predicativity modality  but other 
one had taken in account predicativity established with the help of other names. To connect modality category just 
with verbal forms in Azerbaijani as well as in Turkic languages is not absolutely true. Because in these languages, 
besides verbal predicate there are noun predicate sentences. To express modality in noun predicate sentences, other 
means are also used.  
It should be noted that, in Azerbaijani language, in general in Turkic languages the forms verb is quite enough in 
noun predicate sentences to express modality category. Therefore, modal verbs in a number of European languages, 
including English language, do not exist in Azerbaijani language (5, p.462). 
Of course, the said is various issues related to modality. In other words, semantic types of modality, means of 
expression of modality, expression means of modality in verbal and noun predicate sentences. 
2. Results
In Azerbaijani language the modality of present confirmative form of verb forms, the modality expresses the 
information on reality of event occurred and at the same time whether it expresses its implementation by this or 
other person.
$÷DEDFÕELUGΩonugördüki, bΩtnindΩkikörpΩTDUQÕQÕtΩpiklΩyir6L]L\ROGDúÕQÕ]gözlΩyir (Elçin).  (Agabaji just saw that 
the infant in womb kicks her belly). Your friend waits for you.  (1, p. 45)
In given examples "tΩpiklΩyir" and "gözlΩyir" are in the form of the verbs. The modality expressed by this form is 
real modality.  It expresses the real activity executed by singular of third person. The speaking one just conveys 
information about these events, but does not express his relation to that event. However, the relation of speaking 
person shows itself in reality and taking place in present time. In the first sentence the speaking one is an author and 
he conveys and information related to third person ($JDEDMÕ), as if expresses her inner speech, or feeling intuitively.
In Turkish language the present tense is made by adding “-yor” tense suffix after “-i” vowel depending on root of 
the word. In this language the person who does the work, case and action in present tense is expressed by suffixes of 
person. For example: gPUQEL]LPWHSHGHNLNOEHGHNHoLUL\RU6HEDKDW(PLU%LOL\RUXPDSDKDQNLWRUSD÷ÕLúOH\HFHN-
OHULQLELOL\RUXPELOL\RUXP dHQJL]$\WPDWRY 6DQD LNL\]DOWÕQÕYHUHPHP1HGHQGL\HVRUDFDNROXUVDQ
gözleriminhalagörmedi÷LQLVDQÕ\RUXP(JHJ|]OHULPDoÕOPÕúROVD GRODSWDNLNXWXLoLQGHNLSDUD\Õ GD J|UPHPOD]ÕP2\VD
o kutudaparagörmiyorum, demekki, gözlermhalaVDQÕ\RUXP» (4, p. 204 ).
In these examples from the Turkish language the real modality is expressed. Events occur in present time of real 
reality. In the first sentence the real activity attributes to the third person, while in the second sentence refers to the 
first person. The third example is a little different. This example does not consist of one sentence and covers a 
specific context. The form of verb VDQÕ\RUXP expresses the situation of belonging to first person. Using of word 
“hala” before ending adds possibility patterns to real meaning of indicative modality.  As if work is still not done, 
would be done later.
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In English, the indefinite form of present time only expresses the execution of the action. If action occurs at the 
present time, it has no connectivity to speaking moment. At this time, usually or always expresses the process that 
may happen. It should be noted that depending on the circumstances the indefinite form of present tense may also 
express the action related to the speaking moment. For example, He knows nobody. He hates all people. Us he 
tolerates, for we are the way of his desire ( J.London ) . These examples only express the implementation of the 
action, its reality. Actions are implemented in English by a third person at present indefinite  
tense, in Azerbaijani or the Turkish language translation it is reflected in present tense. I tell you true. I am 
afraid. He is the breath of Death (J.London). In translation of these examples in Azerbaijani language, in the second 
sentence the predicate noun is used. The verb used in a sentence when event it expresses the present tense at given 
moment of the action with future tense patterns. That is the feeling of afraid does not end, it continues.
The train starts in 10 minutes – Qatar 10 dΩqiqΩdΩn3RQDU\RODGúU. Here the English and Azerbaijani tense 
forms completely array each other. But one also needs to know that in Azerbaijani language at that moment the 
absolute tense form may be used:  «\RODGúΩcΩk» (will leave).
The past tense has two forms in Turkish as in Azerbaijani: declarative past and perfect past. The declarative past 
is made by adding relevant option of –PÕú suffix to the root of verb. In the modality expressed through the use of 
this tense the reality of the action is shown. Unlike the past tense the occurrence of action in this tense form and 
presence of its consequence in present time shows self. And perfect tense form is formed by adding appropriate 
options of – GÕ4 and – WÕ4suffixes. These features are the same in both English and Turkish languages. However 
unlike the Turkish language, in Azerbaijani language – ÕE4suffix also forms the declarative past tense. The –ÕS4
suffix in Turkish language is used only as verbal suffix.
%LUNUL]DWODWWÕN JHoWLQH\VH*HOLQLPOHR÷OXPL\LEDNWÕODU.RPVRPROWDNÕPÕJHOPLú 6HEDKDW
(PLU4DGÕQ&DYDQúLUΩED[GÕYΩ\DOQÕ]EX]DPDQ&DYDQúLU|]QΩgΩldi, 
\DOQÕ]EX]DPDQQΩHWGL\LQLEDúDGúGYΩürΩyibΩrkdΩndöyünmΩyΩEDúODGÕ ELUGΩnbirΩER÷D]ÕTXUXGX QΩedΩcΩyini, 
nΩdeyΩcΩyinibilmΩGL(OoLQΨVΩdulladediki, görmürsΩnΩlimdΩtüfΩQJWXWPXúDP7DKLUS
In English, the indefinite past tense is formed using the regular and irregular verbs, as well as with the mixed 
method. In modality formed using this tense form indeed the event and work happens in the past. He wrote the letter 
and gave me. Six months ago I only met Peter.
The future tense has one form in the Turkish language and two forms in Azerbaijani language. In Turkish 
language, the future tense coincides with the absolute future in Azerbaijani language. ùXNHSoHNXODNODUÕQÕDoGH
GLQOH+HPHQ0HVWDQLDOÕSGHJHOHFHNVLQ$GÕPNLELELOL\RUXPNL
EXILGDQELUGHYD÷DFDG|QúHFHN JOOHULEWQDGD\ÕNDSOD\DFDN Sebahat Emir). 
4D\DODUÕQDU[DVÕQGDQΩvvΩlcΩΨmirqulununsΩsigΩldi: - 7DSDFD\ÕTRQX 7DSDFD\ÕTRQX =EH\GΩfikirlΩúGLNL
indiyatgörümnecΩyatacaqsan (Elçin).MΩnkΩllΩrlΩkΩllΩlΩúPLúΩm, kΩrtΩnkΩlΩlΩrmΩnΩneylΩyΩr
(zΩrbmΩsΩl).SΩlimFΩrΩFRYXQ\DQÕQDEXPΩktubugötürübgedΩrΩsΩn, içΩrigirΩrsΩn, salamverΩrsΩn, 
deyΩrsΩnmΩnsΩnigöndΩUPLúΩm (Tahir). (1.p 125)
There are various forms of the future tense form in English. Indefinite form of future tense of this language does 
give any modality to action when used with static verbs.  Everybody will be at the meeting.
If shall modal verb in the sentence creates a meaning of promises, threats, orders and the warning, but will modal 
verb forms meanings of wish, consent, intentions, commitment. From this point the modality in English in indefinite 
form differs from those in Turkish and Azerbaijani languages. You shall pay for it – 6ΩQEXQDJ|UΩFDYDEYHUΩFΩNVΩQ
All right I will come.-<D[úÕPΩQJΩOΩUΩPJΩOΩVL\ΩP As you can see , in the given translation options the predicate 
form in future tense is not used in Azerbaijani language . This indicative modality shows the different features of 
English, Azerbaijani, as well as Turkish languages.
3. Discussion and conclusion
It should be noted that the indicative modality reveals in different forms in Azerbaijani and   Turkic languages. 
The reason for this is the wide variety of expressing time in the Turkish language. These forms have close relations 
to the indefinite future of Azerbaijani language.
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A study conducted shows that either in relative languages or in languages of various systems the similar and 
different features show itself in modality expression. These differences related to indicative modality benefit the 
differences between tense forms used in these languages.
The allomorph – dir in Azerbaijani language with same sound content shows self in English “is” auxiliary verb 
and “must” model verb shows the noun predicate in first sentence and modality of verbal predicative in second 
sentence. At the same time are expression forms of “is” and “must” auxiliary verbs. 
             The two contradictive modal meanings of suffix – GÕU4 in Turkish language attracts an attention. The 
SUHGLFDWHIURPRQHVLGHVKRZVWKHREMHFWLYHYDOXHRIIDFWHJDOPÕVPÕGÕU– in Turkic language form) and from other 
side gives a hint of doubt to predicate. For example, DODGÕU
A.N. Kononov while talking about the modal verb forms also shows the –dir modality. In this case, that word is 
linked to both noun and verbal parts of speech. For example, $W LOHGLOHFHNWLUdDOÕúPDOÕGÕU 6HQ]HNLFRFXNVXQGXU
bilirim, etc.(6,p. 95,)
As it is known in absolute future and declarative past tense was, were LGLLPLúLVXVHGDVZHOODV–ed is added at 
the end of the verb (regular verbs). For example, I persuaded him to take an interesting world affairs –
0ΩQRQXVL\DVΩWΩPDUDTJ|VWΩUPΩ\ΩWΩKULNHWGLP
You do well to take an interest in languages, if you want to read history at Oxford –
ԤJԥUVԥQ2[IRUGGDWDUL[OԥPԥú÷XOROPDTLVWԥ\LUVԥQVԥGLOOԥUԥGLTTԥW\HWLUPԥOLVԥQ
There are predicativity, absoluteness, credibility in given sentences. Because those forms without signs expresses 
third person in the first sentence and second person in the second sentence.
When joined to verb, first and foremost, it shows to the owner of the work, subject and when added to nouns 
contrary to first it expresses belonging of any predicate or item to someone.
When the personal signs added to part of speech it plays an important role in formation of sentence by expressing 
of person meaning. Therefore, rightly N.K.Dmitriyev talked about person category within the headings of “common 
grammatical categories” showed their same positions both in the noun and verbal sentences.(3, 267)
There are languages where the line of words serves to express the predicative relationship. So, A.S.Safayev 
shows that in Uzbek language the predicativity is expressed on syntactic way. At that the certain order of word forms 
a sentence. For example, <XO]DN%D[DU\D[úÕøúERUHWF. The change of the order of words in these sentences leads 
to violation of predictive relation and form noun word.(5, p. 123 ).
h]RN\XO \D[úÕED[DU and so on. In these sentences the syntactic method serves as the primary means of 
predicativity. The predicate in these sentences is expressed with no morphologic signs, i.e. with zero signs.  In some 
sentences formed by synthetic way the predicative relation is violated by changing the location of components but 
one of main members acts in place of other and another sentence is formed. For example, 8ROTDQRDOPÕúDQG
olqan u (aOPÕúRGÕU In such sentences the verb has zero signs. So, author notes that in the Uzbek language word 
order: a) serves for expression of the predictive relations in noun combinations. For example, Qullarcireylik 
JOOΩUJ|]ΩOGLU$WUDILX]PDQΩWUDIÕPHúΩGLUHWF
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